Securing cyber space by 2020
A cyber security framework for global
cooperation

Global cyber maturity curve: Collective action and milestones
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Protecting cyber space
Many governments understand that protecting cyber space is critical to the economic and
national security of their countries. But unlike other domains of global relations, few rules
govern interactions in cyber space.
Fast forward to 2020: A secure cyber environment
Imagine that, by the year 2020, we are operating in a secure cyber environment where
the challenges we are experiencing today have been addressed. How did we get here?
What did we do between 2010 and 2020?
This global cyber framework seeks to address some of these questions by proposing a
maturity curve model as a guide for the international community to work together better
to solve cyber security issues, such as addressing gaps in international law for pursuing
criminals across borders, sharing information, and collaborating on incident response. The
framework describes some of the steps that we believe may need to happen to develop a
more secure cyber space by 2020, addressing key areas like the following.
Governance
Governance for cyber space includes global rules, treaties and protocols, similar to those
in place for national defense, trade, and human rights.
Legal
Much cyber crime is transnational, and fighting it may require an international legal
framework.
Technical
The rapid introduction of new technologies and increasing interdependencies across
technologies, networks and applications underscores the need for tightening security for
new technologies and establishing worldwide standards for security. Many organizations
(commercial and government) may disagree.
Resources
The technology and managerial expertise of the workforce – including specialists who
can address diverse issues including legal, intellectual property, and diplomatic challenges
– and the “pipeline” of potential new talent will need to be increased, particularly with
highly technical skill sets. In addition, information sharing and research and development
resources will need to be put into place and funded.
Awareness
Cyber security cannot be achieved through technology alone. It requires a cultural understanding and a widespread willingness to demonstrate secure behaviors consistently.
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Establish a coordinating agency
Develop international policy framework
Coordinate international approach and efforts on
deterrence and incident response
Define global and regional responsibilities and
alignment
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Formulate a structure to enforce cyber laws
Define normative behavior in cyber space
Establish proactive and preemptive cyber practices
and protocols
Address the privacy issues associated with attribution
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Develop and establish technical standards
and guidelines for secure products
Form public-private partnerships
Address the technical issues associated
with attribution
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Appoint a national coordinator and prepare a
strategy
Incent (critical) industry security
Enforce information sharing on incidents
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Reexamine statutes governing investigations
Designate a privacy and liberties official
Create legal standards for securing critical cyber
infrastructure
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Improve market incentives for secure and
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Establish standard certification metrics
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Establish consultative structure to agree on
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Sector/industry agree on legal standards for services
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Sector/industry agree on security
standards for cyber security products
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Set qualification standards for cyber
security professionals
Make funding arrangements
Stimulate exchange of information

Build commitment
Promote development of capacities
Sponsor cyber security programs
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early education on to expand and
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Expand on research and development •
programs
Conduct initiatives to attract people
•
to cyber security as a career

Initiate public awareness and
education program for children,
adults, elderly, and others
Initiate national helpdesk for
companies
Stimulate research and development

Participate in national initiatives
Retool existing workforce

Stimulate industries to educate the
workforce, particularly in critical
sectors
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